N-version Design of Fault-Tolerant Control Software for Communications Satellite System
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Abstract—The article considers the problem of fault-tolerant satellite control software design. To provide the control software fault-tolerance the N-version programming based on program redundancy is used. In the paper the peculiarities of the design of control software for communications satellite system are presented. The article suggests the model for the choice of optimal structure of N-version software under resource requirement constraints. To solve the optimization problem it is proposed an algorithm. Numerical example illustrates how fault-tolerant control software for communications satellite system can be designed in order to increase software reliability using N-version programming.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Main objectives of space technology developers today are the following: increasing effectiveness of existing spacecraft control software use and optimizing development and design process for new ones. With the modern power and reliability of hardware, software reliability has become the major issue in the realization of highly dependable communications satellite system.

Nowadays, satellite development and implementation industry use the serial methods along with the individual manufacturing, characterized by a high unification level of the base software, engineering methods and software design approaches on the one hand, and by the use of custom-made on the other hand.

Orbital exploitation and functioning of a satellite is regulated by the technology control cycles (TCC), which determine time and informational interrelations between separate satellite control circuits [1]. That is characterized by periodicity, planned duration and ordering in solving tasks of control and information processing. As a consequence of potential engineering malfunction or a modification of the objective action software, the change of satellite parameters and functioning modes is possible during the exploitation. It can affect both structure and algorithms of the control software. So, in the process of recovering a satellite from abnormal modes (accordingly to the abnormal TCC), a range of the control software characteristics, as well as the characteristics of a control process (reliability, fault-tolerance, processing speed), determines a probability for a successful completing of this operation together with extent of damage.

At present, such the requirements as speed and cost efficiency of development, external support tools of execution, testing and analysis, as well as availability of methods and software tools for a wide range of the specialists responsible for communications satellite control systems and technological control cycles in general, have the higher importance among all the requirements of software quality, software design methods and methodologies [2, 3].

The primary control software requirements and the standard structure are determined by the specific character of communications satellite control system functioning under real conditions and by introducing of the satellite control software as the software product. Among those requirements first of all the following ones are marked out: the need for the effective memory use and the productivity; the ability for mass multiplication, the prolonged and sustained functioning; the high-level documentation; maintenance effectiveness, modernizing ability, reliability, portability and accompaniment ability. All of the enumerated requirements should apply at the same time with the primary functional tasks of communications satellite system.

For the wide range of different satellite types control tasks the structure of software realizing them can be represented by the typical scheme that includes the following software groups: communication with external customers, computational process organization, computational control and providing of reliable functioning, functional tasks solving according to satellite TCCs. Each of the groups includes the programs realizing complete functions.

The enumerated programs always present at the real software of satellite control processes and their capacity depends on the complexity, structure and peculiarities of the solving problems accordingly to the formed TCC. The objective determines the compound of program group that provides the functional tasks solving.

The satellite control processes are characterized by the periodicity of tasks solving and information processing. The
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same kind tasks repeating time and admissible lagging of control actions generation are determined by the relation between the accuracy of primary parameters of controlled object estimation and their variation rapidity. Thus, TCC regulating the process of basic functional tasks solved by the software complex and the time of response to entering information are extremely significant factors in the process of the given type of software creation. They determine the software structure and programming quality, the methods of communication, methods of computational process control and other characteristics.

Under the conditions of extreme charge of communications satellite system the characteristics of control software reliability gets the specific significance. The term of errors in software is associated with the software characteristics. The results of different software error analysis showed that the complex software packages could not exist in absolutely-tuned state. Some percentage of undetected errors remains in software in the process of its whole life cycle [4, 5].

The accordance of TCC software to the enumerated above characteristics provides the ability of applying of N-version programming approach to the given class of software. N-version programming as a methodology for designing fault-tolerant and high-reliability software enables to solve the mentioned problems subject to integration with the software engineering design methods and to the adequate description of spacecraft control technology [6-9].

The idea of multiversion or N-version programming (NVP) has been introduced by A. Avizienis in 1977 as an independent generation of N ≥ 2 functionally equivalent software modules from the same initial specification [10]. The numerous theoretical and practical investigations of this methodology defined three composing elements of the NVP which play the base role in designing fault-tolerant software [10-14]:

1. the initial specification and multi-version programming process guaranteeing independence and a functional equivalence of N custom programming processes;

2. the result (N-version software or NVS) of the NVP process for which the tools of the concurrent execution are available together with the cross-check points and cross-check vectors;

3. the external tools of software versions maintenance (N-version executive or NVX) which provide the execution of the NVS and supply it with the decision algorithms in the cross-check points.

Thus, the NVP has the goal of an independent and concurrent generating of N ≥ 2 functionally equivalent software modules (versions), which are to be executed and a decision about a software functioning accuracy is to be made. The satellite control software should be enhanced by redundant versions of the software modules as it is made in multiple (redundant) computation channels that act in the critical conditions with the requirements of fault-tolerance.

It should be noted that N-version programming guarantees that the imperfections of one software version cannot cause the faults in the whole safe-critical control process. And at the maintenance phase under the software developing and modifying, the most of the attention is to be paid to the specification, which allows getting the control system specialists to take part in the N-version components building and to fulfill the software version reliability requirements.

II. OPTIMIZATION OF N-VERSION CONTROL SOFTWARE FOR COMMUNICATIONS SATELITE SYSTEM

In designing N-version control software for communications satellite system, the goal is to assign program modules for the execution of critical control tasks within limited cost and time margins. One important requirement concerns the application process duration T. With regard to this requirement, the program modules are assigned according to the following rules (which will be explained in the subsequent sections): realizability of control process; correction of the so-called evolution time vector as a result of realizability conditions violation; test of restrictions for the number of the read or write channels for intermediate results storage. We present a formulation of the reliability model under side conditions, e. g. resource requirements and cost and timing constraints, and propose the methods of solving this optimization problem.

Assuming that N-version control software for communications satellite system has to solve a number of I tasks we have to assign to each of the tasks a certain program module. Some of the tasks might be structurally identical, equivalent or similar so that they can be carried out by the same program module (e.g. in the case of cyclic (event-triggered or time-triggered) reuse of the module in a control software or use of the module under varying parameterization). Let J be the number of the used program modules. Thus, with regard to the required modules we can divide the I tasks into J classes. Let \( n_j, j = 1, ..., J \) denote the number of tasks in class \( j \), and \( A_j \) be the set of indexes of the tasks in this task class:

\[
\text{card} A_j = n_j, \ j = 1, ..., J
\]

Let us assume that when using N-version programming, we have \( K_j \) versions of the module \( j \) which is to be used for \( j \)-th task class \( (j = 1, ..., J) \), i.e. the degree of redundancy can be varied, depending on the criticality of the module or the existing potential of versions (Fig. 1). To formally describe the application of a version to a problem, we introduce the following Boolean variable: \( X_{ij} = 1 \) if for solving problem task \( i \) of class \( j \), the \( k_j \)-th version of module \( j (k_j = 1, ..., K_j) \) is used, and \( X_{ij} = 0 \) – otherwise.

The vector \( X = (X_{ij}), i = 1, ..., I; j = 1, ..., J; k_j = 1, ..., K_j \) is called the system configuration vector [15], representing the potential assignment of module versions to tasks of the system.

Let us introduce the following notations for a reliability model: \( R_{ij} \) – estimated reliability of version \( k_j \) of module \( j \); \( R_{ij} = 1 - P_{ij} \), where \( P_{ij} \) is the corresponding fault distribution function; \( R_j \) – estimated reliability of the fault-tolerant...
implementation of module $j$ as a system of $K_j$ independent versions; $R$ – estimated reliability of the entire software.

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c|c}
\text{Tasks} & 1 & \ldots & 1 \\
\hline
\text{Modules} & 1 & \ldots & J \\
\hline
\text{Versions} & 1 & \ldots & K_1 & 1 & \ldots & K_J
\end{array}
\]

Fig. 1. Structure of N-version control software for communications satellite system of a figure caption.

The problem of maximizing reliability of N-version control software for communications satellite system by choosing an optimal set of modules can be formulated as follows:

\[
\max R = \frac{1}{J} \sum_{j=1}^{J} R_j ,
\]

where

\[
R_j = 1 - \left( \prod_{k_j=1}^{K_j} (1 - R_{kj}) \right) ^{X_{kj}^j}
\]

subject to

\[
\sum_{j \in A_i} X_{kj}^j \geq n_j , j = 1, \ldots, J .
\]

The set of cost constraints which guarantees that total expenditures will not exceed an upper bound $B$ are given as follows:

\[
\sum_{j} \sum_{i \in K_j} [C_{ij}^1 + C_{ij}^2] X_{kj}^j \leq B ,
\]

where $C_{ij}^1$ and $C_{ij}^2$ are the cost of producing and running the $k$-th version of program module $j$.

The problem of optimization under resource requirement constraints needs a more complicated formulation, because the model description of the application process has to be taken into account. The application of the N-version control software for communications satellite system could be solved in the form of the task sequences. To describe the progress of execution of the application process, let us introduce the so-called evolvement time vector (ETV) which is given by:

\[
t = \{t_1, \ldots, t_l, \ldots, t_I\},
\]

where $t_i$ is the time instant when a component of the software system is activated to execute the $i$-th ($i = 1, \ldots, l$) task. The components of the ETV apparently satisfy the condition

\[
t_i^l \leq t_i \leq \tau_i , \forall i = 1, \ldots, l,
\]

where $t_i^l$ is the earliest time instant when the execution of task $i$ can be started, and $\tau_i$ is the latest time instant when the execution of task $i$ might start, both of them depend on the execution time of preceding tasks. Obviously, the timing criterion can be improved by the variation of $t_i$ in the range between $t_i^l$ and $\tau_i$.

Let us introduce a second vector comprising $I$ components, the realization vector (RV). The component $h_{ij}^j$ of the RV represents the time needed for the execution of task $i$ by means of the $kj$-th version of program module $j$.

The program modules are assigned according to the following time constraints rules:

1. Realizability of the application process.

2. Correction of ETV components as a reaction to violations of the realizability conditions.

In addition to cost and time constraints, choosing an optimal structure of fault-tolerant N-version control software for communications satellite system is also characterized by resource requirements. In the general case it is assumed that a task needs all its resources throughout its execution. We consider two kinds of resources: so-called active resources as well as passive ones: A resource is active, by definition [7], if it has processing power (for example, a CPU and I/O devices); otherwise, it is passive (for example, files and data structures). A task will request at least one active resource and zero or more passive resources. Thus, a passive resource must always be used with some active resource. Some resources can be (simultaneously) shared by multiple tasks while others, such as read or write channels, have to be assigned exclusively to one task.

Let us now consider the restrictions caused by the needed number of the read or write channels, respectively, for intermediate results storage. These numbers are defined by the schedule of tasks and ETV / RV components.

These restrictions for the needed number $\Psi^R / \Psi^W$ of read or write channels, respectively, for intermediate results storage have the following form:

\[
\Psi^R \leq \Psi^R_{\max} , \Psi^W \leq \Psi^W_{\max} , \tag{1}
\]

where

\[
\Psi^R = \max_{ij} \{a(t, \mu)\} , \quad \Psi^W = \max_{ij} \{b(t, \mu)\} , \quad \mu \geq \min_{ij} \{C_{ij}\} .
\]

Here, the time $\mu$ is the end time instant of the execution of task $i$ by version $k_j$ of module $j$; $a(t, \mu)$ is the number of ETV components $t$ which are equal to the time $\mu$. These components represent a subset of tasks which during the time $\mu$ all might need read or write channels.

Considering the maximum of $a(t, \mu)$ in (1) just states that we have to observe that the maximum number of tasks potentially needing read channels at the same time does not exceed the number of available ones.
Analogously we can formulate the restrictions with regard to the write channels.

In addition for our case we will have the following constraints to the maximal ETV time duration:

$$\max_i (t_i + h_i) - \min_i t_i \leq T, \ i = 1, ..., I.$$  \quad (2)

This relation simply states that for all tasks \(i\), the completion of the task does not exceed the required upper bound \(T\) for the execution time of the entire control process.

Based on the discussion above, one of the possible algorithms of module assignment can be formulated as follows:

Step 1. Let us assign the \(k\)-th program module for solving task \(i\) of class \(j\).

Step 2. Test of realizability conditions the control process (2):
- if the conditions are fulfilled, then go to step 4;
- if the conditions are not fulfilled, then go to step 3.

Step 3. Correction of the ETV component values:
- if the conditions are fulfilled, then go on;
- if the conditions are not fulfilled, then go to step 1.

Step 4. Test of the restrictions for the number of the read or write channels according to (1):
- if restrictions fulfilled, then go to step 5;
- if not fulfilled, then go to 1.

Step 5. Increment \(i\): \((i = i + 1)\) and let us assign \(k\)-th program module for executing task \(i\) of class \(j\):
- if \(i+1 \leq I\), then go to step 2;
- if \(i+1 > I\), then go on to step 6.

Step 6. Calculation of the application process duration under the derived module assignment.

### III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the following example, we briefly summarize N-version design of fault-tolerant control software for communications satellite system. This N-version software comprises control functions of communications satellite system. The information was collected on timing and resource requirement constraints of tasks, as well as data on cost and reliability of used program modules of the control software. The entire system comprised 64 modules, 9 of which were identified to correspond to a safety-critical task class.

Table 1 presents the values of the cost and reliability of safety-critical modules of the N-version control software for communications satellite system for the optimal solution computed by means of the optimization model and algorithm proposed in this paper.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Reliability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Basic software</td>
<td>N-version software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The term “basic software” corresponds to the program modules of software without redundancy; for them, always that version among the candidates was considered which had the largest reliability while at the same time fulfilling all required side conditions. Thus, that the set of cost constraints for N-version software is met.

Thus, presented results show how control software for communications satellite system can be designed in order to increase its reliability. The module parameters depend on the model description parameters for the control process and the number of restrictions. Several cases of different spacecraft systems have been considered in [16] to show how the number of safety-critical components and parameters of other control processes influences the reliability of control software.

### IV. CONCLUSION

The actual problem has been solved keeping up with basic tendencies in the evolution of the engineering software design theory and practice for the up-to-date communications satellite system. Important issue in technological control cycles design is the N-version programming software development for satellites. In the work, the problem of optimal N-version software structure was considered. The developed optimization model allows constructing fault-tolerant N-version software under certain constraints. These constraints are defined by technological control cycles of communications satellite system. The solution of the optimization problem of fault-tolerant N-version software for communications satellite control system can be achieved using the algorithm proposed in the article.

The results of the N-version software design for real communications satellite control system confirms the efficiency of N-version programming application. The results show improvement in reliability with the given constraints. The implementation of proposed approach gives an opportunity to solve the problems which cannot be solved using traditional methods or such solution is not effective.

**TABLE I. COST AND RELIABILITY OF N-VERSION MODULES**
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